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While there is a great interest in rule-based systems and their development, none of the proposed
languages or methods has been accepted as a standard technology yet. Nowadays tools used
in process of information systems (IS) development are not extended and adapted enough for
modelling and implementation of application domain rules. A particular contingent of researchers
proposes using of ontology for development of intelligent IS, since ontology is suitable to represent
application domain knowledge. We are challenged in using ontology for the development of
application domain rules. In this paper we present a method for ontology axioms transformation
to application domain rules and describe how ontology-based development of application domain
rules is integrated through IS development life cycle.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, ontologies representing application domain knowledge are used for the
development of modern information systems (IS). A number of authors believe that the
use of such ontologies, transformed and/or translated to IS components, help to 1) reduce
the costs of a conceptual modelling [1] and 2) assure the ontological adequacy of the
IS [1, 2, 3]; and allow to 3) share and reuse a domain knowledge across heterogeneous
software platforms [2, 4], and 4) cognise of an application domain. If the IS is a
traditional one, application domain knowledge will be just embedded in the standard
components of the IS. If it is going to be an ontology-driven (or ontology-based) IS, then
a separate component – application domain ontology – will be developed and included
in the IS [1].
In the step of an IS conceptual modelling, researchers are challenged to transform
application domain ontology to a conceptual data model, since their conceptualisation of
a real world is similar. Both see an application domain in terms of concepts, presenting
entities of an application domain, relationships between concepts, properties of concepts
and rules (in ontology axioms), presenting constrains of an application domain. While
a number of approaches and methods for the transformation of application domain
ontology to a conceptual data model have been proposed, like [3, 5, 6, 7, 8] etc, there
is lack of a formal theory and methods of ontology components transformation to
application domain rules.
In the IS development, there is a great interest in the development of the application
domain rules. Authors of [9, 10, 11] etc, organisations, such as the Object Management
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Group1 (OMG), have motivated the application of rules. Methods and languages
proposed for the development and implementation of application domain rules are:
Unified Modelling Language (UML) [12] with Object Constraint Language (OCL) [13],
Demuth et al. method [14], the Ross method [15], CDM RuleFrame [16], Semantic Web
Rule Language (SWRL) [17], etc.
However, the results of survey presented in [18] shows that a) a large part of
rule-based systems are created without any specific development process, b) almost
half of the respondents use an integrated development environment (IDE) (such as
the Ontostudio2, Ilog Rule Studio3, the Visual Prolog IDE4 or the SWRL tab [19] of
Protégé5) that allows to edit, load, debug and run rules. For editing rules the most widely
used tools are still textual editors (33%), a simple text editor or a textual rule editor with
syntax highlighting (28%) and graphical rule editors (26%); c) verification is dominated
by testing (90%) and code review (78%). 74% of respondents do testing with actual
data, 50% test with contrived data. Advanced methods of test organisation are used by a
minority, with only 31% doing regression testing and 19% doing structural testing with
test coverage metrics.
None of the proposed languages or methods have been accepted as a standard
technology yet, since they are not suitable for modelling all types of rules, as presented
in [20], or limit the opportunity for business people to change them because the
verbalization of formal languages is not mature enough. Only a few of them deal with
reuse of knowledge acquired in the analysis of a particular application domain and
automatic implementation of rules.
Current tools used for the development of IS are not extended and adapted
enough for modelling and implementing of rules. For example, in MagicDraw6 OCL
is used for defining constraints. However, there is no suitable interface to facilitate
the definition of OCL constraints. User should be familiar with OCL. PowerDesigner7
is suitable for modelling structural rules (using integrity constraints, foreign keys,
domains, checks) only. There is no mechanism for defining and validating of
dynamic rules.
In this paper we propose using a domain ontology for the development of
application domain rules and describe how ontology-based development of
application domain rules is integrated with IS the development life cycle. Therefore,
Section 2 overviews the related works according to application domain rules and
their implementation and a concept of an ontology, Section 3 presents the comparison
of ontology axioms with application domain rules, Section 4 describes ontologybased development of application domain rules in IS life cycle, Section 4 presents
the application of the proposed in the previous section method of ontology axioms to
information processing rules and its implementation to the Axiom2OCL plug-in, and
Section 5 concludes the paper.
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http://www.omg.org/
http://www.ontoprise.de/en/home/
http://www.ilog.com/products/businessrules/
http://www.visual-prolog.com/
http://protege.stanford.edu
http://www.magicdraw.com/
http://www.sybase.com/products/modelingdevelopment/powerdesigner
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2 Development of Application Domain Rules
An enterprise system can be viewed as a three-layered system: the business systems,
the IS and the supporting software [21]. Any enterprise consists of several business
systems, e.g. it is doing several businesses. A business system consists of several IS,
e.g. an IS is created to support a business system. Finally, software systems are created
to support IS. Consequently, an enterprise system is effective only then all layers of this
system are integrated properly. Concepts should be mapped rightly from higher-level
system to lower level systems and lower level systems should be constrained by rules
governing processes in higher level systems. Therefore, the concept of a rule is analysed
according these three levels of abstraction: business system, IS, and software.
At the business system level, rules are statements that define or constrain some
aspects of a particular business domain in a declarative manner. For example, a
customer could not buy more than her / his credit limit permits. At the IS level, rules are
statements that define information processing rules using a rule-based language, like
OCL. Expressions of information processing rules are very precise, e.g. terms used in
expressions are taken from the particular data model [22]. For example, the following
OCL expression “context c: Company inv enoughEmployees: c.numberOfEmployees
> 50” constrains the number of employees in the Company that must always exceed 50.
At the software system level, rules are statements represented using language of a
specific execution environment, like Oracle 10g8, Microsoft SQL Server 20089, ILOG
JRules10, etc.
According to the presented definitions of rules and three levels of abstraction, rules
can be expressed in three different forms [10, 23]. They are:
• informal – rules are expressed using natural language;
• semi-formal – rules are expressed using rule templates, decision trees, decision
tables or a graphical modelling language, like UML or Object Role Modelling
(ORM) [24]. Ideally, this form is the basic from which to generate executable rule
code [10]. Unfortunately, there is no standard rule specification language. There
are various rule languages proposed as part of other modelling approaches;
• formal – rules are expressed using a particular formal language, like OCL, or a
rule execution language, like SQL in relational database management systems
(DBMS). Rules expressed in formal way can be processed automatically.
Rules expressed in the natural language are well understandable for business
people. However, these expressions are ambiguous and can be interpreted in different
ways. Authors of [10, 23] propose using rule templates, to avoid ambiguity. However,
they do not present any approach of implementing such rules and how rules expressed
by rule templates could be transformed to executable form. Nowadays, majority of
methods describe ways of transforming formal rules to executable rules. Therefore,
the main question is – which language is the most suitable for the development of the
complete and integral set of rules? Unfortunately, there is no standard describing rule
acquisition from the application domain, rule modelling by a suitable language and rule
implementation in an executable environment.
8
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http://www.oracle.com/technology/software/products/database/index.html
http://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2008/en/us/overview.aspx
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According to the implementation perspective, it is proposed to classify application
domain rules as follows.
• Structural rules (terms, definitions, facts, and integrity constraints). Terms,
definitions and facts can be implemented by elements of a conceptual data
model, for example an entity in an entity-relationship model or a class in a UML
class model. Therefore, terms, definitions, facts can be regarded as concepts in an
ontology and not as rules. Integrity constraints can be implemented by integrity
constraints, like referential integrity constraints, cardinality constraints, and
mandatory constraints, of a conceptual data model and in case of UML models
expressed as OCL invariants. At software system level, integrity constraints can
be implemented like SQL assertions, checks, and foreign keys.
• Dynamic rules, which can be expressed by ECA rules and implemented using
language of a specific execution environment, like SQL triggers. A dynamic
rule is: 1) a dynamic constraint, which restricts transitions from one state of the
application domain to another, 2) a derivation rule, which creates new information
from existing information by calculating or logical inference from facts, or 3) a
reaction rule, which evaluates a condition and upon finding it true performs a
predefined action.
Since implementation of structural rules is defined quite precisely (it can be seen
from the precise definitions of integrity constraints in a conceptual data model, like
CHECK, DOMAIN, NOT NULL, referential integrity and other constraints), we
concentrate our research on the implementation of dynamic rules.
Methods and languages proposed to model and implement application domain rules
can be classified according to their drawbacks as follows.
1 Non-existence of any graphical notation – languages and methods of this
category do not have any graphical notation. OCL and all OCL-based languages
and methods, like the method presented in [25], CDM RuleFrame environment
[16], have no graphical notation.
Nowadays UML is the most popular for modelling of business and information
systems [26]. UML has graphical notation, which gives a wide range of possibilities for
representing objects and their static and dynamic relationships. The most appropriate
diagram for describing structural rules is the class diagram. OCL is proposed as a
formal language to express dynamic rules, since UML diagrams are typically not refined
enough to express those rules explicitly. While UML with OCL satisfy the requirements
of formality, expressiveness, preciseness, and unambiguity, OCL does not have any
graphical notation and thus does not account for an easily comprehensible language.
Commercial organisations, such as Oracle8, also present their own methods and
languages for rules modelling. In [16] CDM RuleFrame environment is presented,
where special OCL subset called RuleSLang is developed to represent rules. Later this
representation is used for the automatic enforcement of rules using Oracle technologies.
The main drawback of this approach is the lack of a graphical notation (the same as with
pure OCL) and the tight coupling with commercial products of one vendor.
2 Non-explicit implementation – languages and methods of this category do not
deal with a way rules be implemented (automated, semi-automated or manual).
It is expected that many rules specified by the proposed language will likely be
enforced in an automated way; and in such cases, the semi-formal or formal
language or method is proposed. The Ross method [15], rule templates presented
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by [10] and OMG proposed “Semantics of business vocabulary and business
rules” (SBVR) [23] can be referred to this category.
The Ross method [15] proposes specific constructs for each of the rule families
together with a big number of accompanying constructs, such as special symbols,
invocation values, special interpreters, and special qualifiers. However, a big number of
modelling constructs makes the language quite complicated. Moreover, Ross does not
define any format for the rule model representation and interchange.
In [10] rules are expressed by rule templates, which are combination of rule clauses.
A simple rule clause is of the form <term1> <operator> <term2>. A term is a noun or
a noun phrase with an agreed-upon definition. These include a concept (for example, a
customer), a property of a concept (for example, customer-credit-rating-code), a value
(for example, female) and a value set (for example, Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri). An
operator is any operator that makes sense for the particular term type. The subsequent
terms and operators will exist only if they make sense. According to [10], structural
rules are expressed using single rule clauses. For example, a fact can be presented
by the template <term 1> IS COMPOSED OF <term 2> (for example, Window IS
COMPOSED OF frames) and a mandatory constraint can be presented by the template
<term 1> MUST BE IN LIST <a, b, c> (for example, Gender MUST BE IN LIST <F,
M>). According to (von Halle 2002), a dynamic rule is a combination of rule clauses.
For example, reaction rule or action enabler can be presented as IF <rule clause> THEN
<action> (for example, IF ordering data = current data THEN insert new record).
The OMG in [23] “is focused on SBVR as a vehicle for describing businesses rather
than their information systems”. The OMG proposes to use logical formulations of rules
or logical rules, which provide abstract, language-independent syntax for capturing the
semantics of a body of shared meaning. These logical formulations are presented by
statements and definitions of structured English. Statements are recognised by being
fully expressed using the four font styles. For more details see [23]. However, authors of
[23] do not define the basic patterns or templates for rule definitions. They just suggest
which keywords should be used in rules and how expressions of application domain
rules should look like.
3 Limited type of rules – languages and methods of this category is limited on
modelling a specific type of rules.
In [14] the templates of rules are presented to generate SQL views and triggers,
but the trigger action part is not automatically generated. A method presented in [25] is
suitable generating triggers from consistency rules defined using OCL, but the authors
limit the usage of method to consistency rules only.
4 Suitable for rule implementation at the lower levels of abstraction – languages
and methods of this category deals with implementation of rules expressed
in a formal way. These methods do not deal with elicitation of rules from the
application domain. They use rules already expressed in a particular formal
language.
Authors in [27] briefly describe currently used methods for generating relational
database schemas, their limitations and drawbacks, and propose a method which advances
them by generating full-fledged relational database schemas from a conceptual model.
The proposed method consists of metamodel-based and pattern-based transformations.
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Principles of creating pattern-based transformations are defined for transformation of
OCL expressions to corresponding SQL code.
The particular methodologies were selected in [20] and compared according to the
possibility of rule modelling. Authors show that common methods are insufficient or
at least inconvenient for a complete and systematic modelling of rules. Some relevant
enhancements of these methods are more powerful but still emphasise only certain
aspects and types of rules.
In [28] authors present how rules can be managed in enterprises and propose the
managing scenario. Future works of authors are detailed design of the rule repository,
development of the necessary facilities for extraction of rules from organization’s
business model and specification of the necessary operations for integration of IS
repository with the rule repository.
In [29] authors identify the issues that they think are problematic in the context
of rule explicit manipulation and present challenges for future research. The focus
was put on five areas: the rule scope, acquisition, specification, implementation, and
management. For each of the areas authors pointed out the issues that present obstacles
for using rules as an approach to IS development.
2.1 The Main Problems Concerned with Domain Rules Modelling
The process of developing the application domain rules involves two main
problems – determining the rules (their elicitation from the application domain) and
developing ECA rules (their implementation).
First of all, it is necessary to determine the rules of a domain and ensure that they are
appropriate. The process of determining which rules apply to a particular situation often
involves an open-ended search through multiple sources: business speech, documents,
laws, an application domain ontology, etc [11]. A set of application domain rules can
be defined using different approaches. The main of them are analysis of documents and
questionnaire of business employees. The consensus from all the domain stakeholders
should be obtained on the problem of which the rules and their meaning should be used.
It is suggested to use business vocabularies or application domain ontologies to ensure
the one meaning of an application domain and its rules. When the application domain
changes the rules should be properly adapted to new conditions. Capturing, documenting
and retaining the domain rules prevent the loss of knowledge when employees leave an
enterprise [30].
After the set of appropriate application domain rules is defined, it is necessary to
determine which rules will be implemented in a computerised IS. Not all application
domain rules are implemented in a supporting computerised IS. These rules are defined
in business’ documents. Application domain rules, which are going to be implemented
in a computerised IS, can be implemented in different ways: by information processing
rules and correspondent executable rules of software, as a part of a program code, using
rule engines, etc.
The large amount of works on application domain rules elicitation from a domain and
implementation in IS shows that this is an important and relevant topic in IS development.
However, the lack of a standard method or a language for application domain rules
modelling in IS development means that it is not a straightforward problem.
In this paper we propose using ontology for application domain rule modelling and
implementation.
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2.2 Ontology and Information Systems
Two main directions of this branch may be defined. One is about developing of
application domain ontologies and other is about using ontologies for the development
of IS. The first one is analysed in ontology engineering field and is not going to be
discussed in this paper.
According to [1], every IS has its own ontology, since it ascribes meaning to the
symbols used according to a particular view of the world. N. Guarino [1] distinguishes
two orthogonal dimensions in IS: a temporal dimension, concerning whether an ontology
is used at development time or at run time, and a structural dimension, concerning the
particular way an ontology can affect the main IS components, like application programs,
information resources like databases and/or knowledge bases, and user interfaces.
In this paper, the main attention is placed on the usage of ontology at IS development.
One of the major trends in this context is using ontology for conceptual data modelling,
since a conceptual data model and an ontology both include concepts, relationships
between them and rules (in ontology – axioms).
However, it is typically the case that in ontology-based conceptual data modelling
approaches the process of developing domain rules is not defined in a formal manner.
Ontology defines the basic concepts, their definitions and their relationships
comprising the vocabulary of an application domain and the axioms for constraining
relationships and interpretation of concepts [31]. Some authors, like [32], also distinguish
properties from concepts. In the simplest case [1], application domain ontology describes
a hierarchy of concepts related by particular relationships (e.g., is-a, part-of, etc). In
more sophisticated cases, constraints are added to restrict the values of concepts and
relationships, like cardinality constraints, possible length, etc. In the most sophisticated
cases, suitable axioms are added in order to express and restrict complex relationships
between concepts and to constrain their intended interpretation.
In mathematics [33], an axiom is any starting assumption from which other
statements are logically derived. It can be a sentence, a proposition, a statement or a
rule that enables the construction of a formal system. Axioms cannot be derived by
principles of deduction, because they are starting assumptions.
Following the terminology used in [32] and [34], axioms in ontology can be classified
as epistemological, consolidation, and derivation axioms. Epistemological axioms are
defined to show constraints imposed by the way concepts are structured. These include
all axioms which can be directly included by the use of modelling primitives and relations
that are used in a structural specification of ontology (e.g., is-a relation, part-of relations,
cardinality constraints). An example of epistemological axioms imposed by the most
basic form of a part-whole relation is: if exists x and y and x is a part of y, then y is not
a part of x (∀x,y partOf(x,y)→ ¬partOf(y,x)). Consolidation axioms impose constraints
that exclude unintended interpretations over the structure of the ontology specification.
An example of the consolidation axiom from a software quality ontology presented in
[35] is: if a product quality characteristic (qc) is decomposed in subcharacteristics (qc1),
then these subcharacteristics should also be a product quality characteristic ((∀qc,qc1)
(subqc(qc1,qc) ∧ prodqc(qc) → prodqc(qc1))(C1)). Finally, derivation axioms allow
new knowledge to be derived from the previously existing knowledge represented in the
ontology. Typically, derivation axioms are created in order to derive information which
can be used to answer the ontology competence questions. An example of a derivation
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axiom from [35] states that “if there is not a paradigm to which a quality characteristic
qc is applicable, than qc is paradigm-independent” ((∀qc) ¬(∃p)(applicability(qc,
p) → pdgInd(qc)).
If it is necessary, the fourth type of axioms can be defined in addition. They are
definitional axioms that define the meaning of concepts in ontology.
According to [36], implementation of axioms in ontology modelling environments
is:
• restricted in a framework of a description logics [37] or in some kind of logic
language, like Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) [38] in Protégé ontology
[39] and SUMO [40], or
• axiom modelling is completely neglected in WordNet [41], which can be used as
a lexical ontology, Protégé ontologies (not all), ontologies presented by [42] and
[43], DBpedia [44].
This situation is detrimental to the modelling of large-scale ontologies, because it
aggravates engineering and maintenance of large sets of axioms [36].
Authors of [36] propose using of objects and categories to represent axioms.
They state that categorisation of axioms allows representing the semantics of
axioms, and specifying axioms like objects provides a compact, intuitively accessible
representation.
Authors of [45] attempt to reduce the difficulty of writing axioms by identifying
groups of axioms that manifest common patterns creating templates that allows users to
compose axioms by “filling-in-the-blanks”. The method for collecting the templates is
also presented in [45]. This method is implemented in Protégé ontology development
and management tool.
E. Sirin and J. Tao [64] inspired of growing usage of OWL analyse the possibilities
of defining integrity constraint semantics for OWL axioms. Authors implement the
proposal in the prototype using Pellet. Authors show that integrity constraints validation
can be reduced to SPARQL (Query Language for RDF) query answering using off-theshelf reasoning. They state that the obtained results show that the goal of using OWL
both as a knowledge representation and constraint language for data validation can be
achieved without too much effort.
The analysis of ontology development tools, like Protégé, and ontologies, like
SUMO, from the implementation perspective shows that epistemological axioms are
implemented by structuring concepts in an ontology; consolidation and derivation
axioms are not distinguished and they are implemented using some languages suitable
for this purpose, like Protégé Axiom Language (PAL) [46] or Ontology Web Language
(OWL) [8]. Some consolidation and definitional axioms are implemented by restricting
definition of concepts in a particular ontology.

3 Ontology Axioms in Comparison with Application Domain Rules
Here we present differences between ontology axioms, application domain rules,
information processing rules, and executable rules, expressed in the form of eventcondition-action (ECA) rules. This comparison is necessary to define a correct mapping
of ontology axioms to application domain rules.
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As stated in Section 2, at the IS level rules are statements that define information
processing rules using a rule-based language, like OCL, etc. They are taken from the
business system level and implement application domain rules. Information processing
rules should be precise and expressed as ECA rules to be implemented by executable
rules. Therefore, it is necessary to develop ECA rules, which define when the rule should
be applied, what should be checked and what to do after checking.
Application domain ontology axioms belong to a particular application domain.
They define admissible states of a domain. In particular cases axioms can have conditions
under which defined states should be taken.
Table 1 presents the comparison of rules and ontology axioms.
According to this comparison, the following conclusions could be done.
Since axioms can be formalised together with a domain ontology using a particular
language, it is reasonable to use this formalisation to automatically transform the
ontology axioms to information processing rules or even to executable rules.
Table 1
Ontology axioms in comparison with rules
Criteria of
comparison
Level of
abstraction

Ontology
axiom
Application
domain

Level of
Formal
formality
Languages
PAL, OWL,
used to define logic

Application
domain rule
Application
domain

Information
processing rule
Information system

Informal

Formal

Natural
language

OCL, RuleML,
ORM, rule templates,
decision trees, decision
tables, etc.
Insert, update, delete,
select
A predicate or a query
over the data model

Insert, update, delete,
select
A predicate or a query
over the data model

Data modification,
application specific
procedures, transaction
operations
No state

Data modification,
application specific
procedures, transaction
operations
No state

Defined using data
model terms

Defined using data
model terms

Condition

Holds in all
Not defined
cases
A predicate or Explicit or
a query over implicit
the ontology

Action

No action

Explicit or
implicit,

State

Predicate
over the
ontology
Defined using
ontology
concepts

Explicit or
implicit

Event

Definition

Defined
using natural
language

Executable rules
Software system
(executable
environment)
Formal
A rule execution
language, like SQL in
relational DBMS

Protégé axioms and axioms from [35] and [46] were analysed and it was determined
that consolidation and derivation axioms have structure state or condition-state.
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A state axiom clearly defines a state in which a domain should be and which can be
transformed to the condition of an ECA rule. An action can be understood in two ways:
1 if the condition is satisfied, then the transition from one state of the system to
another is admissible;
2 if the condition is not satisfied, then the transition is forbidden.
An example of a state axiom, defined by PAL, is presented as follows. It constrains
that the number of pages in a newspaper should not exceed 30. This axiom defines a
possible state of a newspaper in a domain, i. e. it defines that for all instances of a class
newspaper an attribute number_of_pages should not exceed 30.
defrange ?Newspaper :FRAME Newspaper
forall ?Newspaper
(> (number_of_pages ?Newspaper) 30))
A condition-state axiom defines an admissible state of a domain under the defined
condition. In the sense of the ECA structure, a condition-state axiom can be transformed
into an ECA rule in two ways:
1 the condition of an axiom is transformed to the condition of an ECA rule, the
state of an axiom is transformed to the action of an ECA rule;
2 the condition-state axiom is transformed to an ECA rule as in the case of a state
axiom.
An example of a condition-state axiom, defined by PAL, is presented as follows. It
constrains that only finished Content (an article or an advertisement) can be included
in a Newspaper. This axiom defines a possible state of a newspaper under the defined
condition, i. e. it defines that content (an article or an advertisement) can be included in
a newspaper. However, it should satisfy a condition – it should be finished.
defrange ?Content :FRAME Content
defrange ?Content-SlotVal :FRAME Content 'published_in'
forall ?Content (forall ?Content-SlotVal
(=> (not('isFinished' ?Content \"must contain\"))
(instance-of ?Content-SlotVal Newspaper)))
Axioms hold in a domain in all cases. However, computer systems should have
information when they apply rules. Therefore, according to the structure of an ECA rule, it
is necessary to define important events and link them with corresponding rules during the
transformation of ontology axioms to information processing rules or executable rules.

4 Ontology-Based Development of Application Domain Rules and
IS Life Cycle
This section presents the method of transforming ontology axioms into information
processing/executable rules and its mapping to IS development life cycle.
4.1 Transforming Ontology Axioms into Information Processing/Executable Rules
According to the results obtained in Section 2, Fig. 1 presents the basis for ontology
axiom-based modelling of application domain rules. The comparison of ontology
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axioms and application domain rules shows that a) consolidation axioms can be used
to model dynamic constraints and / or reaction rules; b) derivation axioms – derivation
rules, c) epistemological axioms – the structuring of entities in a conceptual data model,
and d) definitional axioms – definitions of entities.

Fig. 1. Ontology axiom-based modelling of application domain rules

The main steps of applying the method of transforming ontology axioms into
application domain rules are as follows (Fig. 2).
1 Check if axioms are in an ontology. It warranties that axioms are in an ontology.
Otherwise, a user should define axioms.
Note that the creation of an ontology is not analysed here, since, it is not the topic
of this paper. The method is based on the assumption that a user of the method has a
necessary ontology.
2 Find an axiom.
3 Transform an axiom into a corresponding ECA rule:
3.1 define an event of an ECA rule as insert, update or delete;
3.2 determine the type of the axiom – is it a consolidation or a derivation
axiom?
3.2.1 in the case of a consolidation axiom:
note that a consolidation axiom can be a state axiom or a condition-state axiom.
However, in the both cases it is transformed to the condition of an ECA rule.
3.2.1.1 Transform an axiom to the correspondent condition of an ECA
rule;
3.2.1.2 define an action as (a) if condition is true, then permit the
change of a state in a domain, (b) if condition is false, then
forbid the change of a state in a domain;
3.2.2 in the case of a derivation axiom:
note that a derivation axiom, which derives new information from the existing
information, can be a state axiom or a condition-state axiom.
3.2.2.1 In the case of a state axiom – transform an axiom to the
corresponding action of an ECA rule. A condition is always
true.
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3.2.2.2 In the case of a condition-state axiom: (a) transform a
condition to the corresponding condition of an ECA rule, and
(b) transform a state to the corresponding action of an ECA
rule.
4 End of transformation.
The method is independent of particular languages, which can be used for the
definition of axioms and application domain rules.

Fig. 2. The schema of the proposed method

The formal description of the method is presented in (Vasilecas et al., 2009) and is
not discussed here.
4.2 The Mapping of the Proposed Method to IS Development Life Cycle
This sub-section presents the mapping of the proposed method to a system
development life cycle. Fig. 3 presents the mapping schema. Business system is presented
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by application domain ontology, which is created from business documents, laws and
various knowledge sources [5]. This ontology with axioms is presented in a formal
way, e.g. a particular formal language, like OWL, is used to define the ontology with
axioms. Ontology axioms are used to present application domain rules, consolidation
axioms are used to model dynamic constraints and/or reaction rules, derivation axioms –
derivation rules, epistemological axioms – the structuring of concepts in the ontology,
and definitional axioms – definitions of concepts in the ontology.
The ontology with axioms is transformed into the conceptual data model with
information processing rules of an IS. The proposed method for transforming ontology
axioms into information processing rules is used in this step. The method, described in [5,
8, 47], can be used to transform the ontology into a conceptual data model. However, it
is necessary to integrate the obtained conceptual data model and information processing
rules. Moreover, if both methods, the method used for the ontology transformation to a
conceptual data model and the method used for the ontology axioms transformation to
information processing rules, use the same conceptualisation of ontology, then we make
an assumption that the obtained conceptual data model and information processing rules
will be integral.

Fig. 3. The mapping of the proposed method to the system development life cycle

At the next step, the conceptual data model with information processing rules is
transformed into the corresponding physical data model with executable rules. The
transformation of a conceptual data model into a physical data model is not analysed
here, since there exists a number of tools which support the automatic transformation of a
conceptual data model into a physical data model, for example, Sybase PowerDesigner7,
Oracle8, etc. However, it is important to discuss the possibility of transforming the
ontology axioms into executable rules. Since the ontology with axioms is presented in a
formal way, the proposed method can be adopted to transform the ontology axioms into
executable rules. Such type of the experiment is presented in [31]. However, we believe
that the transformation of ontology axioms into information processing rules is more
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complete and correct, since ontology, in general, is closer to a conceptual data model
than to a physical data model, but the transformation of ontology axioms to executable
rules is also useful. It helps to facilitate the development of rules and ensure the same
conceptualisation of rules at all levels of a system.
The obtained physical data model and executable rules can be implemented in an
executable environment.

5 A Case Study of the Transformation of Protégé Axioms into
OCL Constraints
This section presents the application of the proposed method for transforming
ontology axioms into information processing rules.
5.1 Choosing an Appropriate Ontology Development Tool
First, a suitable ontology development and management tool (ODMT) should be
chosen to apply the proposed method.
Currently there are more than 50 different ODMT. A number of authors, such as
[48, 49, 50] etc, propose their criteria to assess different ODMT. However, the earlier
proposed criteria of ODMT assessment are not enough, since they mainly concentrate on
the modelling capabilities of the structure of an ontology and user interfaces. Therefore,
according to the perspective of axioms, we select the following criteria, which will be
used to analyse existing ODMT.
1 ODMT should support modelling of axioms:
1.1 ODMT should support an axiom definition language.
1.2 ODMT should support an axiom management language.
1.3 ODMT should support syntactical checking of axioms.
2 ODMT availability – ODMT should allow free open source software, which
can be installed locally.
3 ODMT usage:
3.1 ODMT should be user-friendly.
3.2 ODMT should support graphical notation.
3.3 ODMT software should be supported by an active project.
4 ODMT should be extensible.
For a detailed study we chose the most popular WebODE [51, 52], OilEd [53,
54], Ontolingua [55, 56], Protégé, Chimera [57], OntoSaurus [58], OntoEdit [59] and
WebOnto [60, 61] tools. The results of the ODML assessment according to the chosen
criteria are presented in Table 2.
According to the results presented in Table 2, the Protégé ontology development
and management tool is chosen to support our statement that information processing
rules can be elicited from an ontology.
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Assessment of WebODE, OilEd, Ontolingua, Protégé, Chimera, OntoSaurus, OntoEdit and WebOnto ontology development and management tools
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5.2 Protégé Axiom Language (PAL)
Ontology axioms are implemented in Protégé ontology by the Protégé Axiom
Language (PAL) constraints [46]. PAL is a superset of the first-order logic, which is
used for writing strong logical constraints. PAL can be used to express constraints about
a knowledge base, and it can be used to make logical queries about the contents of a
knowledge base.
A PAL constraint (or a query) is a statement that holds on a certain number of
variables, which range over a particular set of values. Therefore, a constraint or a query
in PAL consists of a set of variable range definitions and a logical statement that must
hold on those variables. The language of PAL is a limited predicate logic extension of
Protégé that supports the definition of such ranges and statements.
The syntax of PAL is a variant of KIF. It supports KIF connectives, but not all KIF
constants, predicates (i. e. the theory of arithmetic is much smaller), and statements, like
(defrelation) and (deffunction).
PAL provides a set of special-purpose frames to hold the constraints that are
added to a Protégé knowledge base, respectively the :PAL-CONSTRAINT class. The
PAL constraint is an instance of the :PAL-CONSTRAINT class. The class has the
following slots:
• :PAL-name, which holds a label of the constraint;
• :PAL-documentation, which holds a natural language description of the
constraint;
• :PAL-range, which holds the definition of local and global variables that appear
in the statement;
• :PAL-statement, which holds the sentence of the constraint.
The main part of the PAL constraint is the PAL-statement, which can be mapped
to the information processing rule. The PAL-statement structure corresponds to the
state or condition-state axiom. It has a clearly defined condition and a state. All
constraints written by PAL define the state in which the domain should be. However,
no information is provided about what should be done to implement a desirable state.
The user triggers PAL constraints manually, when it is necessary. For more details
about PAL see [46].
The EZPal Tab plug-in [62, 63] is used to facilitate acquisition of PAL constraints
without having to understand the language itself. Using a library of templates based on
reusable patterns of previously encoded axioms, the interface allows users to compose
constraints using a “fill-in-the-blanks” approach.
5.3 Object Constraint Language (OCL)
We use OCL to support our statement that ontology axioms could be transformed
into information processing rules, since UML is the most popular language for modelling
business and information systems. However, there is no suitable interface to facilitate
the definition of OCL constraints. User should be familiar with OCL. We attempt to
propose a transformation which simplifies writing OCL constraints.
A UML diagram, such as a class diagram, typically is not refined enough to
provide all the relevant aspects of a specification. There is a need to describe additional
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constraints about the objects in the model. Therefore, OCL has been developed to
fill this gap. OCL is a specification language [13]. When an OCL expression is
evaluated, it simply returns a value. It cannot change anything in the model. This
means that the state of the system will never change because of the evaluation of
an OCL expression, even though an OCL expression can be used to specify a state
change (e.g., in a post-condition).
According to [13], the following components of OCL constraints are defined:
Context TypeName [statement_type] {constrain name}:
[OCL statement]
Context introduces the context for OCL constraint. The context can be a particular
class, attribute or method of a UML class diagram.
An OCL statement defines an OCL constraint. It is composed of a class, an attribute
or a method, which is associated by a mathematical operator with a class, an attribute, a
method or a value. An example of a statement is self.numberOfEmployees > 50, where
numberOfEmployees is an attribute and 50 is a possible value of this attribute. Note
that each OCL constraint is written in the context of an instance of a specific type. In
an OCL expression, the reserved word self is used to refer to the contextual instance.
For instance, if the context is the Company class, then self refers to an instance of the
Company class.
[Statement type] is a possible type of statements in OCL constraints. It defines
what kind of statement is used in an OCL constraint. Statement types can be stereotypes
(like invariant (inv), precondition (pre), and postcondition (post)), which define
stereotypes in an OCL constraint, an initial value (init), which is used to represent
the initial value in an OCL constraint, and derived value (derive), which is used to
represent the derivation rule.
5.4 Mapping PAL with OCL
According to the results presented in the previous section, Table 3 presents mapping
of PAL to OCL.
Table 3
Mapping of PAL to OCL
Name of an element

OCL

Name of a constraint
Yes
(for example,
Defined after the statement
enoughEmployees)
type.
Description of a
constraint

Yes, but not necessary
Defined in quotes.

PAL
Yes
Defined after the
keyword %3APALNAME in quotes.

Are they
mapped?
Fully mapped

Yes, but not
Fully mapped.
necessary
However, it is
Defined after the
not the main part
keyword %3APALof a constraint.
DOCUMENTATION
in quotes.
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OCL

PAL

Are they
mapped?

Invariant (inv) –
associated with a Classifier

Yes

Fully mapped

Precondition (pre) –
associated with an
Operation or other
behavioural feature

No

No. PAL has no
operations.

Postcondition (post) –
associated with an
Operation or other
behavioural feature

No

No. PAL has no
operations.

Initial value (init) –
indicate the initial value of
an attribute or association
end

Yes

Mapped. An
initial value of
an attribute can
be defined

Derived value (derive) –
indicate the derived
value of an attribute or
association end

Yes

Mapped. A
derived value of
an attribute can
be defined

Yes
Defined after the context.

Yes.
Defined after the
keyword %3APALRANGE in quotes.

Fully mapped

A statement of a
constraint

Yes
Defined after the statement
type or a name, if a name is
specified for the constraint.
For example, self.
numberOfEmployees > 50

Yes
Defined after the
keyword %3APALSTATEMENT in
quotes.

Fully mapped.
In both
constraints
classes,
attributes and
mathematical
operators are
used.

Condition of a
constraint statement

Yes
Defined after the keyword
if

Yes
Defined after the
symbol =>

Fully mapped

State part of a
constraint statement

Yes
Yes
Defined after the keyword Any statement defined
then
after the condition

Name of an element
Type of a constraint

Class, to which a
constraint is attached
(for example,
Organization)

Fully mapped

As can be seen from Table 3, PAL constraints can be transformed into OCL
invariants, initial or derived values. Since an ontology and its elements, like classes, has
no methods, preconditions and postconditions cannot be presented in an ontology.
An example of the mapping of a PAL statement to an OCL constraint follows.
• This part of a PAL-statement defines that a value of a slot start_date of the
class Employee should be less than a value of a slot end_date of the same
class.
(< ( ‘start_date’ ?Employee) (‘end_date’ ?Employee)))
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• The presented OCL constraint corresponds to the PAL-statement. ?Employee is
transformed into the context of an OCL constraint. All slots of the PAL statement
are transformed into the corresponding attributes in the OCL constraint. For
example, “end_date“ is transformed into “self.end_date”.
context Employee inv:
self.end_date > self.start_date
For more detailed explanations, we present the mapping of Protégé ontology to UML
class diagram in Table 4. It is used as a basis to define the mapping of PAL constraints
to OCL constraints.
Table 4
Mapping of Protégé ontology elements to UML class diagram elements
Elements of a Protégé ontology
Protégé ontology
“Thing”
Class
Slot
Documentation
Value Types:
any
boolean
class
float
instance
integer
string
symbol
Required
Minimum
Maximum
Default Values
is-a relation
(directed-binary-relation)
PAL constraint

Elements of a UML class diagram
UML class diagram
Class
Class
Attribute
Comment
Data Types:
not defined
boolean
relationship with appropriate class
float
relationship with appropriate class
int
char
enumeration
Multiplicity: 1
Multiplicity:
Multiplicity:
Default Value
Generalization
OCL constraint

5.5 An Example of Transforming PAL Constraints into OCL Constraints
The prototype of the Axiom2OCL plug-in is created to implement the proposed
method of transforming PAL constraints into OCL constraints and to support the statement
of authors that ontology axioms could be used for the development of information
processing rules. The plug-in is developed according to the proposed mapping of PAL
to OCL (Table 3).
The plug-in can be attached to MagicDraw UML 15.5 or Protégé 3.0 (or other
version). Fig. 4 presents the Axiom2OCL plug-in attached to Protégé 3.4.
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In this prototype the user should denote the input file, in which PAL constraints
are stored, and may denote the output file, where OCL constraints will be stored. If
the user does not denote the output file, the plug-in creates a default output file. After
the denoting the input and output files, all PAL constrains from the input file will be
automatically transformed into OCL constraints.
The plug-in is created in the Java development environment.

Fig. 4. The Axiom2OCL plug-in attached to Protégé 3.4

An example of transforming a PAL constraint, restricting that the Employee end
date should be after the start date, into the corresponding OCL constraint, follows.
• A PAL constraint
(%3APAL-NAME "editor-employees-salary-constraint")
(%3APAL-RANGE "(defrange ?editor :FRAME Editor)\n(defrange
?employee :FRAME Employee responsible_for)")
(%3APAL-STATEMENT "(forall ?editor (forall ?employee\n (=>
(and \n (responsible_for ?editor ?employee)\n (own-slot-notnull salary ?editor) \n (own-slot-not-null salary ?employee))
\n (> (salary ?editor) (salary ?employee)))))"))

• A corresponding OCL constraint
context Editor inv editor-employees-salary-constraint:
IF (self.responsible_for->notEmpty() AND self.salary ->
notEmpty() AND self.employee.salary -> notEmpty())
THEN (self.salary>self.responsible_for.salary) endif

The corresponding OCL constraint is attached to the part of a newspaper class
diagram (Fig. 5), which is generated from the newspaper ontology using UMLBackend
plug-in [47].
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Fig. 5.Part of a newspaper class diagram

At this moment the prototype is not suitable for transforming all PAL constraints
into the corresponding OCL constraints. Therefore, in the future it should be refined and
adapted for the transformation of more difficult constraints.
The proposed transformation of PAL constraints into OCL constraints is applied
in the High Technology Development Program Project “Business Rules Solutions for
Information Systems Development (VeTIS)”16 by extending MagicDraw tool to generate
OCL constraints from PAL constraints.

6 Conclusions
The analysis of the related works shows that application domain rules are presented
in ontology by axioms. However, the majority of authors analyse the use of ontology for
the development of a conceptual data model, neglecting or not emphasising ontology
axioms as a possible source for business rules development. The comparative analysis
of ontology axioms and rules at the level of information systems let us to argue that
ontology axioms can be used for modelling rules and consecutive implementation of
such rules at the level of software systems.
Syntactic expressions of ontology and a conceptual data model were analysed and
it was concluded that consolidation and derivation axioms, expressed in a particular
language, can be mapped to dynamic rules, epistemological and definitional axioms – to
the structure of a conceptual data model.
Thus, the method for transforming ontology axioms into OCL constraints, which can
be defined as a part of a UML class diagram and which are most suitable for representing
rules at intermediate level, and next to implementation level should be developed. Such
a method is proposed in the paper.
The application of the method for transforming the Protégé ontology axioms
(expressed as PAL constraints) to OCL constraints and their implementation in the
Axiom2OCL plug-in shows that the method can be used for automatic generation of
OCL constraints from ontology axioms.
The next step of the research is extending the developed plug-in.
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